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SYLLABUS


Parents:  I can not emphasize enough the importance of the team that we are forming this year! The team consists of your child, you and me.  This team does not work if all members are not working together.  Please start the year off by reading the entire syllabus as to become familiar with the  tools accessible to your child so that she/he can succeed!

Course Outline:


There are three main branches of science, Physical, Life and Earth Science.  We will be taking an integrated approach to studying science, which means we will be studying parts of each branch.  The following is a rough outline of the topics we will be studying.


1. Introduction to science unit, which includes the scientific method, lab safety, equipment, measurement and science process skills.


2. Energy as the source of all scientific interactions (electrical, chemical, thermal, mechanical, nuclear)

3. Interactions among organisms 


4. Cycles and the interactions of the hydrosphere, lithosphere and atmosphere


5. Plants (photosynthesis, respiration, transpiration)


6. Weather/ Storms


7. Environmental Concerns


8. Internal structures of plants and animals


Lab Notebook:


Each student will keep a composition notebook (100 sheets, 200 pages of paper) for Science class.  The notebook will be set up and maintained throughout the year.  Requirements will be placed into the notebook the first week of school.  Students should review notes and information placed into notebook each night. Students need dividers with tabs for this binder. This will be the students’ resource for this class.  


Grading:


Each trimester there will be on average between 10-15 grades.  Your grade will be determined through the following assessments:


· Formal lab reports (30 %)

· Tests (extended response, multiple choice, and performance based questions), Projects/Extensions (40%)

· Bell work/Weekly Work (10%)


· Quizzes (20%)


Assignments will be graded on content knowledge, participation, and use of science process skills and specific rubric criteria.  Grades are determined on a point system.  Because many assignments’ purpose is for practice those assignments will not appear as a grade but will be reflected in the final assessment of that objective.


Homework:


Homework will consist of studying vocabulary, reviewing concepts covered in class, finishing labs or activities that were not completed in class and reinforcement activities.  Each quarter students will be engaged in a cumulative project that will take outside time to complete.  Information and check points will be outlined on Progressbook as well as in the student’s organizers.  Enrichment activities will be handed out for students to work on in class and to complete at home.  Always check student’s organizers or Progress book weekly for information about homework.

Extra credit is always available to every student who desires to set higher academic goals for him or her self.  Extra credit will not take the place of zeros for missing assignments; therefore students should not rely on extra credit to do so. Extra credit is doing additional extensions.

Behavior Expectations:


Learning science is often hands-on.  Safety is always a concern.  Students who are unable to comply with the behavior expectations will not be permitted to participate in hands-on activities and will be required to complete an alternative assignment.  Be sure to read and understand student behavior expectations for Science class.


Student Behavior Expectations:


1. Students will be on time and prepared for class with writing utensil, lab notebook, and all assignments.  Responsibility

2. Students will be respectful toward each other and teachers.  Bullying will not be tolerated.  Respect

3. Students will raise their hand for permission to speak and participate in all assigned activities with no disruptions.  Active Participation

4. Students will follow all other school rules.  (Review dress code and the school’s no gum policy located in the student organizer.)


Consequences:


If an expectation is broken the following steps are taken to correct the behavior.


Step1:  Warning, written or verbal


Step2:  Lunch detention/ Behavior Contract


Step3:  Phone home and after school detention


Step4:  Phone home and 2 after school detentions


Step5:  Office referral/ Friday School


Communication:


Students will record assignments in their organizer daily.  Students will also record some very important information that you will need to review and sign.  Among this information will be the student’s current grade in science, any missing assignments he or she may have, upcoming due dates, behavior concerns and teacher comments.  This will keep you informed of your child’s progress and will give the student an opportunity to be responsible for his or her success. It will also provide us an avenue for open communication.  Check your child’s organizer and Progress book on the first day of the week and discuss with your child any concerns such as a missing assignment or low score.  This is a valuable tool for you, the student and me as the teacher to help in the success of your child.

In the event of an absence, students must check the absent file located by the door and my website for missed work.  Labs missed will need to be made on lab make-up day, which will be provided before each test.  If a student is absent on the day of a test they should be prepared to take the test upon returning to school.  Long term assignments and projects are due upon returning to school. These are due on the day of the return due to the fact that all tests and projects the students are notified at least three weeks prior!!!  Students will be given a study guide before each test.  We will review as a class the day before a test.  Unit plans, project rubrics and other important information will be posted on Progress book along with current grades updated each week.  Parents can e-mail questions or concerns to j_jeffcott@westcler.org  You may also reach me at 513-484-4754.  This number is only for parents to call.  If I receive prank call I can view the number and I will give after school detentions for the abuse of this number. 

Website: I have a class website.  This website will have any assignment that I have digitally, available to print in case of absences.  I also have power points and smart board presentations from class so that if your child is absent he/she may go over what we did while they were ill.  This is a great place to go when studying for tests! I also have all of the extensions posted and a blog for communication after we leave the school day! Please check the site out with your child at www.jeffcott.weebly.com 

I have read the syllabus and visited the website for science with my child. 

Lunch Extensions:  I am available the first 10 minutes of lunch everyday for your child. (This is 50 minutes a week extra time) Your child may come to complete work, catch up on late assignments, and ask questions on topics they are unsure.  I only make students come when they have not finished their work. This is not a punishment.  I look at this time as someone who is willing to give up my free time to insure your child’s success! (Please tell your child to tell me “ice cream” if you all completely read the syllabus. I will give them 10 pts. Please tell your child to keep this to themselves as I don’t want to give extra credit to someone who has not read this completely with their parents!)  I do not make them stay at lunch if they don’t understand a topic.  That will be up to your child to come on his/her own will.  Parents I strongly suggest that you encourage your child to come to me throughout the quarter when they don’t understand topics. Waiting till before the test will not be enough! 

Please do not just sign this if you have not really read the syllabus!!!


_________________________________________ Parent/Guardian Signature

_________________Date

_________________________________________Student Signature


_________________Date
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Classroom 
Procedures

1. Begin Bell work and Weekly Work when you come into class everyday. This work will be in a folder 
assigned to your table.  The manager will pick it up daily. It should be quiet when you are working.  You 
will work individually.  I want to know what you know.  Place work back in your table's folder and then direct 
your attention to the day's agenda and objectives.
2. Agenda/objectives are where you will find the itinerary for the day.This helps avoid you asking, "What 
are we doing today?"  We will go over the objectives three times every class.  This is so that when your 
parents inquire what we did today you can tell them.
3. Planners: Daily I will tell you to get out your planner.  This is not an option.  I will tell you to open the 
planner to that day's date.  I will then tell you the homework for the week.  I have the right to add or delete 
items, so that is why we write the homework daily.
4. Active Participation is required in my class from all students.  I use the white boards in my class to keep 
all students on track.  You must give an answer on the white board.  If you do not know the answer try your 
best.  This lets me know quickly if I need to go back an d think of a new way to teach what we are learning 
so that all understand the topic.  It is ok to not know the answer!!! I think of class like a baseball practice.  
Class is practice before the big game which is your test!
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http://www.quia.com/pop/184568.html?AP_rand=499051874
http://www.quia.com/quiz/644193.html

Identifying Independent and Dependent Variables, and Study Designs


Additional Practice Problems


Instructions: For each research description below, identify the independent variable, the dependent variable, and the type of study (lab experiment, naturalistic observation, survey, or case study). Answers are on the last page.


1. A researcher hypothesizes that blondes really do have more fun.  To test this hypothesis, she interviews a natural brunette who has recently become a blonde to determine if there is any change in the amount of fun she has.

Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________

2. A developmental psychologist is testing the hypothesis that children in first grade know more words in the English language than children in Kindergarten.  To test this, she sits in on two classes (one first grade, the other Kindergarten) and counts the average number of words children in each class speak.  She then compares the counts.


Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________

3. A clinical psychologist hypothesizes that people who have been diagnosed as having major depression will be more likely to also be diagnosed with an anxiety disorder than will people who have not been diagnosed with major depression. To test this, he gives a survey to 100 people being treated for depression and 100 people with no known mental disorder.  The survey asks them to report whether or not they have been diagnosed as having an anxiety disorder.


Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________


4. A pharmacologist is testing whether a new anti-anxiety medication, Moodcor, will cause people to gain weight.  To test this, she gives 100 people Moodcor for one month and 100 people a placebo drug.  At the end of the month, she monitors any weight gain.


Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________


5. A developmental psychologist believes that if children successfully lie to their friends, they will be more likely to try lying to their parents.  To test this hypothesis, he asks 50 children to report how many times in the last month they have lied to their friends, and whether they were successful.  He then asks them how many times they have lied to their parents.

Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________


6. A personality psychologist believes that people who are more aggressive are more likely to purchase sports coupes than people who are less aggressive.  To test this, he visits local car dealerships and asks car shoppers to complete an aggression survey.  Then, he observes what types of cars they purchase (sports coupe, sedan, SUV, or pickup).  

Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________


7. A clinical psychologist hypothesizes that listening to an inspirational tape will lead one to be in a better mood.  To test this, she has 50 people listen to an hour-long inspirational tape.  Another 50 listen to white noise for an hour.  She then has them rate their mood on a 10-point scale.

Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________


8. A clinical psychologist is testing his theory that people who experienced a brain injury are developmentally delayed to the age at which they experienced the injury (for instance, if one has a brain injury at the age of 10, that person will always act like they are 10).  To test this, he conducts developmental interviews with two people who experienced a brain injury at two different ages (one was 3 and one was 20).

Independent variable: ________________________________


Dependent variable: ________________________________


Type of study: ________________________________


Answers (With Explanations)


1. IV: Hair colour


DV: Amount of fun


Type of study: Case study, because one person is being interviewed.


2. IV: Age (first grade or Kindergarten)


DV: Number of words known


Type of study: Naturalistic observation. She is sitting in on classrooms and observing what the kids are doing without their knowledge. 


3. IV: Whether one has depression or not


DV: Presence of anxiety disorder


Type of study: Survey


4. IV: Getting the medication


DV: Weight gain


Type of study: Lab experiment. This is because the researcher is the one giving the people the medication or the placebo drug. That is, the researcher is manipulating or controlling the presence of the IV.


5. IV: Successfully lying to friends


DV: Lying to parents


Type of study: This is a survey. The key here is that there are a lot of people in the study (50 children). This is NOT a case study because there are too many people. Case studies only contain a handful of participants.


6. IV: Aggressiveness


DV: Whether a sports coupe is purchased


Type of study:  This is a tricky one. It is actually a combination of a survey AND a naturalistic observation. This is because the aggressiveness scores are obtained with a survey. But, information on the type of car purchased is obtained by watching what the participants do.  This study demonstrates that you can often use more than one method simultaneously!


7. IV: Whether one listens to the inspirational tape, or the white noise


DV: Mood


Type of study: Lab experiment. This is a lab experiment because, again, the researcher is manipulating who gets the IV. That is, she is determining whether the participants listen to the tape, or the white noise.


8. IV: Brain injury


DV: Age one is developmentally delayed


Type of study: Case study. Another case study…this one with two participants. If the study only contains a few people (say, about 5 or less), chances are it is a case study!


Psych 1

    Schlehofer
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